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Abstract
Objective: Aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease (AERD) is characterized by asthma, eosinophilic rhinosinusitis, recurrent nasal polyposis, and hypersensitivity 
reactions to aspirin or any other nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAİDs). In our study, we thought that, in adult patients with AERD,  obstructive sleep apnea  
(OSA) may develop more frequently due to both lower and upper respiratory tract inflammation associated with cysLTs; and so we compared OSA frequency and 
severity in patients with AERD, asthma with rhinosinusitis without hypersensitivity reaction to aspirin or NSAIDs ( Aspirin tolerant respiratory disease; ATRD) 
and in patients without asthma and rhinitis (Control group). 

Materials and methods: In the retrospective case control study patients who are followed in our immunology and allergy clinic and to whom performed 
polysomnography because of any OSA releated symptoms were collected for AERD group. ATRD and control group were selected from polysomnography records. 
15 patients with AERD group, 11 with ATRD group and 11 with control group were matched with age, sex, and body mass index (BMI).

Results: In this study we have observed that AERD and ATRD groups have frequently OSA (40%, 72.2% respectively), but control group 18.18% have. Although 
mean FEV1 is lower in AERD group, reversly AHI is higher in ATRD group. In the group of AERD with aspirin desensitizated, OSA was seen in 22.22%; but in 
nondesensitizated goup OSA was seen in 66.66% patients (p=0.085).  In the AERD group number of polypectomy operation and AHI were significantly correlated 
(p=0.001, r=0.74).

Conclusion: To our best knowledge this is the first study demonstrated that AERD and OSA have been associated with each other; it seems to be affected by aspirin 
desesitization and number of nasal polypectomy operation.
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Introduction
Samter’s Triad also called Aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease 

(AERD) is characterized by asthma, eosinophilic rhinosinusitis, 
recurrent nasal polyposis, and hypersensitivity reactions to aspirin 
or any other nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAİDs) which 
inhibit the cyclooxygenase 1 (COX-1) enzyme [1]. After blocking COX-
1 enzyme arachidonic acid is oxidized by 5-lipoxygenase (LO) and 
marker of systemic cysLTs ( LTC4, LTD4 and LTE4 levels)  production 
are increased [2]. The cysLTs induce bronchoconstriction,  activation 
of eosinophils and so remodelings in both upper and lower airways [3]. 

Obstructive sleep apnea  (OSA) is characterized by pharyngeal 
constriction during sleep, which causes sleep disruption, snoring, 
choking, frequent awakenings, and excessive daytime. OSA has been 
shown to be associated with inflammation of both the upper and lower 
airways  too [4]. While a number of pathophysiological mechanisms 
may contribute to OSA formation, CysLTs play a major role with 
not only local effects but also with systemic relations especially in 
children with adenotonsillar hypertrophy [5-8].  Besides adenotonsillar 
hypertrophy, many nose and pharynx abnormalities  such as septal 
deviation, nasal polyps, turbinate hypertrophy, and rhinitis may 
cause OSA [9-11]. Most possible etiology for the high prevalence of 
OSA symptoms in asthmatic patients is increasing incidence of nasal 

obstruction and upper airway collapsibility reason of accompanied 
rhinitis to asthma frequently  [12-14]. 

To the extent that although all the components of the AERD have 
been shown to be related to the OSA, relationship of OSA with cysLTs 
that play a role in the pathogenesis of AERD were investigated only in 
children with adenoid hypertrophy. In our study, we thought that, in 
adult patients with AERD, OSA may develop more frequently due to 
both lower and upper respiratory tract inflammation associated with 
cysLTs; and so we compared OSA frequency and severity in patients 
with AERD, asthma with rhinosinusitis without hypersensitivity 
reaction to aspirin or NSAIDs (Aspirin tolerant respiratory disease; 
ATRD) and in patients without asthma and rhinitis (Control group). 
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Materials and methods
Study design

22 patients with AERD have been followed in our immunology 
and allergy clinic between 2013 and 2017. From this group 15 patients 
to whom performed polysomnography because of any OSA releated 
symptoms (daytime sleepiness, sleep disruption, snoring, choking and 
apnea) were included in the study for AERD group. ATRD and control 
group were selected from polysomnography records between 2013 and 
2017 with symptoms of snoring; while ATRD group have upper and 
lower respiratory diseases, control group have not any comorbidites 
including asthma and/or rhinosinusitis. We have taken into account 
that selected control group have similar symptoms of apne, daytime 
sleepiness and Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS) compared with the 
group of AERD.  Subjects with smoking history more than 5 packet/
years, continue smoking, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases 
(COPD), chronic renal diseases, chronic liver diseases, cardiovascular 
diseases, cerebrovascular diseases, and other sleep-related disorders 
like sleep-related hypoxemia/hypoventilation syndrome (SRHHS) 
were excluded. 15 patients with AERD group, 11 with ATRD group 
and 11 with control group were matched with age, sex, and body mass 
index (BMI) in the study. 

The retrospective case control study protocol was approved by the 
Ethics Committee of University of Health Sciences Sureyyapasa Chest 
Diseases and Thoracic Surgery Training and Research Hospital.

Clinical assesment

AERD patients was defined when asthma is diagnosed according 
to GINA and had a history of asthma or rhinitis attacks related to 
acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) or other NSAIDs and had nasal polyposis or 
had been operated on for it. ATRD patients defined when moderate or 
severe asthma was signed according to GINA at least 3th step treatment 
(combined with inhaler steroid and bronchodilator) with rhinosinusitis 
history without any reactions after ingestion of ASA or NSAIDs  [15]. 
Control group defined wihout asthma, rhinosinusitis and drug reaction 
history. 

In our immunology and allergy department for group AERD; 
history of atopic disease and drug adverse reaction history was filled 
out, physical examination, pulmonary function tests, skin-prick 
tests with common aeroallergens (ALK-Abello, Madrid, Spain) were 
performed and blood analysis was made; total IgE and eosinophil 
count were assesed for each patient. 

Oral aspirin provocation and desensitization 

We applied the protocol to the patients with AERD who accepted 
and whose forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) was more 
than 1.5 L and 60% of predicted. On the 1st day placebo, 2nd day at 
the begining dose of 20 mg of aspirin were given 90 minute intervals 
at increasing doses. During the procedure, blood pressure and FEV1 
values, as well as the skin, ocular, nasal, and bronchial reactions, were 
monitored; If any reaction was occured patients were treated according 
to the reaction type. Aspirin desensitization was completed at the last 
dose of 600 mg aspirin and than patients treated with 300 mg twice 
daily [16]. Of the 15 AERD patients, 10 consented to undergo aspirin 
desensitization. 9 of these patients were successfully desensitizated, 
with one desensitization failure due to severe gastrointestinal symptoms 
during the desensitization procedure.  2 patient’s aspirin treatment 
were discontinued, because of 1 patient have developed minimal 
gastrointestinal bledding and emergence of Familial Mediterranean 

fever (FMF)  after 6 mounth of treatment, other patient has stopped the 
treatment before herni operation, than not begun because more than 
72-96 hour interrupting the treatment, aspirin desnsitization protocol 
must be repeated.  This stuations were observed after  polysomnography 
was performed 

Polysomnography

Nocturnal polysomnography was performed with multichannel 
monitoring (Grass-Telefactor Cephalo, An Astro-med Inc. Product 
Group, 2005, USA) that includes neurophysiological electrodes 
(electroencephalography electrodes), electrocardiography electrodes 
chest wall motion, abdominal motion and arterial oxygen saturation. 
For measuring oronasal airflow thermistor, for body position, sensor 
attached to the anterior chest wall and for monitoring oxyhemoglobin 
saturation finger pulse oximeter with a sampling rate of 1 Hz was used. 
Signals recorded in the sleep period were manually analyzed. If airflow 
decreased by at least 90 % from the baseline for at least 10 s classified 
as apnea and according to the occurrence of thoracoabdominal 
movements central, mixed, or obstructive apnea were specified [17]. If 
airflow decreased by at least 30 % for ≥10 s and were associated with a 
oxygen saturation (SO2) fall ≥3 % were scored as hypopneas. Oxygen 
desaturation index (ODI) is the hourly average number of desaturation 
episodes, which are defined as at least 4% decrease in saturation from 
the average saturation in the preceding 120 seconds, and lasting 10 
seconds. SO2 in the sleep period was automatically analyzed, and after 
manual elimination of possible artifacts, mean SO2 and minimum 
nocturnal SO2 values were detected. Subjects with AHI ≥ 5/h were 
considered to have OSA while subjects with AHI < 5/h were considered 
as heathy controls [18].

Statistical analysis 

If normally distribution was observed results were expressed as 
mean ± standard deviation (SD), if not median and (25-75 percentile) 
were expressed. Significance of difference between AERD, ATRD and 
control group in terms of age, BMI and ESS were investigated with 
ANOVA test, for AHI and ODI Kruskal– Wallis test and for categorical 
parameters Chi-square test was used. The relation between AHİ and 
number of polypectomy; AHİ and eosinophil level were investigated 
with pearson correlation test. The statistical analysis were performed 
using the SPSS program (SPSS Inc., IL, USA) and p values were 
analysed using two tailed; statistically significant was considered if p 
values were less than 0.05.

Results
The groups of AERD, ATRD and control were included 15, 11 and 

11 patients respectively. Table 1 showed the baseline characteristics of 
the groups. There was no significant difference between the three groups 
in terms of mean age,  sex and BMİ. Mean FEV1 was significantly lower 
in AERD group than ATRD group; but more of the control groups file 
did not contain spirometric test  results so assigned as not recorded  (NR). 

When we compared the groups as symptoms of snoring, apnea and 
ESS; snoring were seen in all of the patients, As we described in methods 
we have matched the presence of apnea, daytime sleepiness symptom 
and ESS score in the group of AERD and control. But in ATRD group 
mean ESS score was significantly higher and presence of apnea symptom 
were higher too, but there was no statistical significance. (p=0.008 and 
p= 0.05 respectively). Median AHI was significantly higher in ATRD 
group (p=0.027). But there was no difference in terms of ODI between 
groups (p=0.190).  As seen in table 2, OSA was significantly more 
observed in ATRD group ( p=0.029).
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8 of the 15 AERD patients had positive skin prick test results and 
most detected allergens of the patients were house dust mite. Mean 
eosinophil, total IgE levels and other characteristic features of the 
patients with and without aspirin desesitizated were seen in table 3. 
Aspirin desensitization was succesfully performed to 9 patient. While 2 
patient had OSA from the 9 desensitizated supgroup (22.22%), 4 patient 
had OSA from the 6 nondesensitizated subgroup 66.66%, p=0.086).  
There was no corelation between duration of aspirin treatment (time 
interval between desensitization date and polysomnography performed 
date) and AHI, but there was significant corelation between number of 
nasal polip operation and AHI (Figure 1 p=0.001, r=0.74.).

Discussion
In this study we have observed that AERD and ATRD groups have 

frequently OSA (40%, 72.2% respectively). Although mean FEV1 is 
lower in AERD group, reversly AHI is higher in ATRD group. This 
stuation may be realeted the ATRD group have high ESS score and 
OSA symptoms. In the group of AERD with aspirin desensitizated, 
OSA was seen in 22.22%; while in nondesensitizated goup OSA was 
seen in % 66.66 patients (p=0.085).  In the AERD group number of 
polypectomy operation and AHI were significantly correlated.

The prevalence of OSA was higher in our study population, but to 
our best knowledge there was no study investigated OSA prevalence 
in AERD. Several studies have proposed a link between OSA and the 
diseases of rhinitis or asthma which are the components of ATRD 
and AERD. A Turkish study showed that while 36% of patients with 
a. rhinitis have OSA, 82% of non allergic rhinitis have OSA [19]. On 
the other hand epidemiologic data showed that asthmatic populations 
have OSA ranges from 38- 70% [20]. In a recent prospective study for 
screening OSA in asthma patients, 63.41% of the subjects have OSA 
but in asthma accompanied by a rhinitis 85 % have OSA; In this study 
they specified that 49.59% were mild, 43.9% were moderate 6.5% 
were severe asthma and mean FEV1 was 87.63 %  [21]. In our study 
according to drug history 72.72% of the ATRD group were taking low 
dose inhaler steroid combined with longacting beta2 agonist (3’th 
step to GINA; moderate) others were taking 4’th step (severe), but 
our all of the AERD patient’s treatment were at least 4’th step and 2 

of them taking also omalizumab treatment. As seen in AERD group 
asthmatic patients were more severe and have lower FEV1 (80.14%) 
contrastly OSA prevalence was lower than ATRD group. This may 
be because of ATRD group’s prick test results were not recorded, if 
nonallergic patients more frequently, as described above, risk of OSA 
may be increased but most of the AERD patients prick tests were 
positive (52.33%) and other reason of lower risk of OSA is, AERD is 
included in late onset phenotip of asthma. Also we are avare of AERD 
patients have risk of OSA and all of the patients with snoring redirected 
to our sleep policlinic. But ATRD group were selected from polysomgrapy 
records and as seen they were more symptomatic (selection bias). On the 
other hand control group have smilar symptoms compared with AERD 
group but OSA was seen in lower rates in control subjects (18.18%). Our 
other limitations were neck circumference, gastroesophageal reflux disease 
(GERD) and dyslipidemia were not recorded and may effect the results. 

Although there was no study about AERD and OSA association,  
cysLTs which were playing a role in AERD development, have been 
demostrated that may contribute to OSA formation. Besides cysLTs, 
eosinophil cationic protein increased significantly in AERD [5-8]. But 
in OSA with asthmatic patients, it has been shown that rather than 
eosinophils, neutrophils   were higher proportion in induced sputum 
and they were correlated with AHİ [22,23]. Contraversely in our study 
high blood eosinophil levels were detected in AERD group and not 
correlated with AHİ. We can explain this, AERD which is eosinophilic 
phenotip of asthma, have lower risk of OSA than severe neutrophilic 
phenotip of asthma. Nasal polyp is other component of AERD, and 
associated with OSA; in a report two cases have high AHI after surgery 
despite sypmtoms were relieved [24]. We desesitizate patients after 
nasal polypectomy if required, so all of the patients polysomnagraphy 
was performed after surgery. OSA was seen lower in desensitizated 
group than nondesensitizated; may be result from decreased airway 
inflammation . Polypectomy was significantly correlated with AHI 
thought the reason of nasal reseptors alteration after sugery.

Conclusion
This is the first study demonstrated that AERD and OSA have 

been associated with each other; it seems to be affected by aspirin 
desesitization and number of nasal polypectomy operation. More 
prospective studies including more population are required to 
evidence it. Rather than only rhinitis or asthma, together with asthma 
and rhinitis have frequently OSA.
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AERD ( n=15) ATRD (n=11) Control (n=11) p value
Age: mean 

(±SD) 43.20  (13.99) 43.36 (4.78) 43.22 (10.97) 0.998

Sex:women/men 9/6 4/7 7/4 0.367
BMI: mean  

(±SD) 26.19 (4.99) 29.90 (4.07) 26.66 (4.36) 0.113

ESS (±SD) 5.71 (4.17) 11.30 (5.63) 6.27 (2.68) 0.008 a

FEV1: mean 
(±SD) 80.43 (14.47) 99.80 (14.20) NR 0.004 b

Abbreviations: AERD: Aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease, ATRD: Aspirin tolerant 
respiratory disease, BMI: Body mass index, ESS: Epworth sleepiness scale, FEV1: Forced 
expiratory volume in 1 second. NR: Not recorded.
Notes: a ANOVA test, b independent sample t-test

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the groups.

AERD (n=15) ATRD (n=11) Control (n=11) p value
AHİ; median

(percentile 25-75)
1.89

(0.30-10.30)
9.21

(4.61-27.30)
1.50

(0.70-4.80) 0.027 a

ODİ; median
(percentile 25-75)

2
(1-12)

8.72
(5-26)

3.40
(0.90-7.50) 0.190

OSA; n (%) 6 (40) 8 (72.72) 2 (18.18) 0.034 b

Abbreviations: AERD: Aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease, ATRD: Aspirin tolerant 
respiratory disease, AHI: Apnea hipopnea index, ODI: Oxygen desaturation index, OSA: 
Obstructive sleep apnea 
Notes: a Kruskal– Wallis test, b χ2 test

Table 2. Comparison of polysomnographic data between the groups.

AERD with
desensitizated

AERD without 
desensitizated

Patients; n (%) 9 (60) 6 (40)
Positive prick test:n (%) 5 (55) 3 (50)
Eosinofil /mm3; mean (±SD)
%; mean (±SD)

456.89 (389.57)
6.23 (5.20)

473.92 (333.84)
6.60 (4.84)

Total IgE IU/ml; mean (±SD) 286.20 (219.41) 286.70 (214.53)
Time interval (desensitization-
polysomnography) Day, median (25-75 
percentile)

30 (12-180) -

Number of nasal polip operation; mean (±SD); 
median (25-75 percentile)

4.44 (6.12)
2 (1-3)

1.67 (0.81)
2 (1-2)

Abbreviations: AERD: Aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease.

Table 3. Characteristic features of AERD patients with and without desensitizated.
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